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as well as displaying a map, google
maps api v3 also has a number of
drawings available. some of these

options include a road map, a satellite
image, and even a base map (like one

that's a blank slate). once you've set up
the maps api, you'll be able to use any

of these drawings. i've been using a
satellite image for my sites for the past
few months, and it's pretty decent. the

first step is to go to the google
developers console. you'll then need to
click the create project button, which
will allow you to create a new project.
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you'll then be asked to select a
category, and add a name. once you've

done this, you'll be able to choose a
location, which will be where your

project is going to be hosted. you can
also specify a number of other details
such as the api version, the maps api
key you want to use, and your api's
time zone. we also offer premium

extentions / add-ons of our wp maps
pro plugin that implements much

needed & useful functionalities. these
add-ons works smoothly with our main
plugin to produce very useful output /
content & displays it in a beautiful way

on google maps created by main
plugin. customers are loving it, check it

out here are you organizing a multi-
distance event with races sharing bits

of each other's course google my maps
layers can help show all distances on
the same map with the user toggling
different bits on and off. that is also
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very useful if you make heavy use of
markers that you may want to give

your users the option to turn on and off
(to see a great implementation of this,
take a look at the mercer surrey half

marathon course map here )
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